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Genre: Romantic Comedy                  Year: 2016 

SYNOPSIS 

Alejandro is on his patio and a woman’s body falls down next to him. It’s Julia 

and she is alive! She can’t move and calmly gives instructions to Alejandro, 

who is shocked, but manage to call emergency. Julia lives in the apartment just 

above Alejandro’s and from now on, these two phobic characters begin to 

connect their lonely lives.  

TRAILER   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-cBE9BmwLLg  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-cBE9BmwLLg


 

 

CAST 

 

LEADING ROLES 

Muriel Santa Ana as Julia 

Peto Menahem as Alejandro 

 

SUPPORTING ROLES 

Héctor Eduardo Díaz as Salvo 

Sebastián Wainraich as Ignacio 

Karina Moccio (Karina K) as Neighbor 

Fabian Forte as Álvaro 

Verónica Intile as Virginia 

Pedro Di Salvia as Víctor 

Facundo Cardosi 

Hernan Jiménez 

Alejandra Rincón 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Details  

Original title  Caída del Cielo 

English title Fallen from Heaven 

Country Argentina 

Year of Production 2016 

Running time 77 minutes 

Género Comedy / Romantic Comedy 

Category Fiction 

Shooting Format Digital 4K 

Screening Format DCP 2K 

Original Language Spanish 

Subtitles English 

 

Credits 

Producer Néstor Sánchez Sotelo 

Director Néstor Sánchez Sotelo 

Writers Leonel D’Agostino, Martín Blasco 

Nancy Giampaolo 

Assistant Director  Martin “Oso” Armoya 

Cinematographer Diego Robaldo 

Editor Guille Gatti 

Art Director Cecilia Castro 

Sound Designer / Original Music Pablo Sala 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Fallen from heaven is a romantic comedy that relates the arrival of love for two lonely 

people in their 40’s; "It’s suppose that at that age, love is an issue already resolved", agree 

its principal actors Muriel Santa Ana and Peto Menahem. We present here a non-usual 

version of a crush from those that we are used to see in comedy movies, a love story that is 

quite different from those about very young or very adult people. 

Despite everything starts with a fairly nonsensical moment, perhaps this was just what its 

phobic and hermetic characters needed to change their everyday, and begin to see life in a 

different way. The "magic touch", so to speak, that we feel whenever love arrives, this time 

came by accident. Literally. 

Director’s statement  

When I met the first version of this script, I was 

attracted by the possibility of intruding me in the 

loneliness of two beings who live very close, and 

get closer or go apart by minimal differences in 

their way to see life. These minimal ideological 

issues separating them make me wonder if the 

concrete ideas are always the same for all human 

beings. This dichotomy between people who see 

the reality and idealize it (realism/idealism) 

according to the way of feeling their own 

experiences and those experiences that they see.  

And I put myself into the task of separating the 

script of the ideological course and merge it with a load of imagination and fantasy, that 

every film must have (regardless of their genre), to be attractive in the eyes of all the 

spectators. And thus, to include the public in a search for understanding our daily life and 

the magic that lies on that everyday. 

The touch of giving ingenuity and humor to a story, makes easier the decoding of their 

literary language, turning it into a content within the reach of any person of our current 

mindset. But it was not easy to get two excellent actors who could carry this film in all its 

tones, not only in comedy, but also in the drama. When we could include Muriel Santa Ana 

and Peto Menahem in this project, I realized that this could be a much more attractive movie 

with two of the largest current comedians of Argentina. They have contributed to this project 

the freshness and complexity of two solitary beings in their forties, who without looking for 

each other, they find in that person to themselves. 

This is a film that I enjoyed doing and I am sure that people will enjoy as well. It was fun in 

front of the camera and behind the scenes, so, in that aspect, there is something special 

because not always happens that way. It was a pleasure to work with Peto and Muriel 

because together we improved situations and raised the script. They are people who put 

jokes and excitement by equal parts, and that can be seen in the movie.  

You are going to love this story in which two lovable sociopaths know each other, help each 

other and fall in love. 

Néstor Sánchez Sotelo 



 

 

About Néstor Sánchez 

Argentinian producer, director and writer. Studied producing at the ENERC (Cinema 

school of the Argentinian National Institute of Cinema and Audiovisual Arts). He 

spent many year directing and producing documentaries for the RTVE and worked 

for Discovery Channel International. Founder of the production company Del Toro 

Films, with successful titles as a producer such us Necrophobia, Industria Argentina, 

Dogs’ Night, among others. In 2014 he released The Nobodies, a drama movie shoot 

in the region of San Juan in Argentina, for which he was co-writer, producer and 

director. 

About Del Toro Films 

Argentinian Film Production Company founded by Néstor Sánchez Sotelo, focused 

on the production of feature films with international interest. Among its titles: Industria 

Argentina (Dir. Ricardo Díaz Iacoponi/2012), Necrophobia (Dir. Daniel De la 

Vega/2014), The Nobodies (Dir. Néstor Sánchez Sotelo/2014), Los del Suelo (Dir. 

JuanBaldana/2014), Dogs’ Night (Dir. Nacho Sesma/2015). Next to be released on 

theaters She Just Fell From The Sky (Dir. Néstor Sánchez Sotelo), White Coffin (Dir. 

Daniel De la Vega) and Dead Man Tells his Own Tale (Dir. Fabian Forte). Projects 

in development I’m Toxic, a fantasy post-apocalyptic film directed by Daniel De la 

Vega and based on a comic book of Pablo Parés, the comedy title Triple Alliance y 

the fantasy-comedy I’m your Karma.  

 

 

 

FALLEN FROM HEAVEN / CAÍDA DEL CIELO ON LA WEB   

www.facebook.com/CaidaDelCieloFilm     www.twitter.com/CaidaDelCieloAR 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt4991172/  

DEL TORO FILMS  www.deltorofilms.com.ar    AURA FILMS www.aurafilms.com.ar   

 

 

 

 

 

CONTACT 

Del Toro Films (0054) 11 – 4862 5265  deltorofilms.arg@gmail.com 

Néstor Sánchez Sotelo nssotelo@gmail.com 

www.facebook.com/DelToroFilms    Twitter.com/DelToroFilmsAR    

http://www.facebook.com/CaidaDelCieloFilm
http://www.twitter.com/CaidaDelCieloAR
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt4991172/
http://www.deltorofilms.com.ar/
http://www.aurafilms.com.ar/

